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2.1.1 Release date:  17.8.2013 

- initial release, supporting Windows Phone 8.0 
- published as LITE version, with contacts only 
- based on Synthesis Client Engine 3.4.0.65 

 
2.1.2 Release date:  16.12.2013 

- based on Synthesis Client Engine 3.4.0.70 
- all menus are supported now in portrait and landscape mode 
- enhanced phone field assignments 
- no crashes any more w/o http(s) in URL 
- bugfix for deleted elements in „update device“ mode 
- buy button introduced 
 

2.1.5   Release date:  25.3.2014 
- based on Synthesis Client Engine 3.4.0.72 
- hidden option „ :ANDI“ introduced to identify as Android device 
- 30 days testing for free is possible now 
 

2.2.0   Release date:  10.4.2014 
- replace-instead-add will be handled correctly now 
- deletion of non-existing items no longer possible 

 
2.3.0 Release date:  30.4.2014 

- STD version with built-in calendar is available now 
 
2.3.1  Release date:  12.5.2014 

- allDay fix, no longer extended over several days 
 
2.3.3  Release date:  30.5.2014 

- based on Synthesis Client Engine 3.4.0.73 
- allDay alarm time adaption 
- BYMONTH recognition added (RR_next improved) 
- hidden option „ :CTPW“ is available on request for WP8 as well 
- suppress some dbg output (mainly of reminder setup) 
- do not convert calendar entries 0:00 - 0:00 into allDay events 
- allDay milliseconds adjustment added 
- weekday support corrected for dates before 1-1-1970 
- cal_askback_del_event_rr text adapted 
- last day in month as allDay event will no longer be invisible 
- some more allDay display fixes 
- changes and deletion of rrule exceptions corrected 
- changes check for rrule events fixed 
- calendar counter update after manual changes in calendar 



2.3.5 Release date:  15.7.2014 
- Error texts: Server: ... added 
- Several minor adaptions, according to the Android version 
- RecvSyncEngineStart adaption for Windows Phone 8.1 
 


